Presentation pitches
Presentation is a skill, and a good presentation does not happen by
accident. The difference between an ok presentation and an exceptional one is planning and preparation. A great presentation is the
often the difference between success and failure. Let me help your
team plan and create outstanding presentations and delivery for
educational events, pitches, results feed back, sales and strategic
plans. Allowing time and assistance for planning and vision of the
bigger picture creates unique positive presentations that make a
difference
Come to the edge. He said
They said. We are afraid.
Come to the edge. He said.
They came.
He pushed them, and they
flew….
Guillaume Apollinaire.

Train the Trainer
Training is part skill part art, and the difference between a great trainer and a
poor trainer is passion and preparation. If
you have teams of people that need to
deliver training then this course will make
their training more effective and more
effective. By concentrating on practical accelerated learning methods, trainers can learn to help course participants to help themselves. The other skill a trainer needs is self awareness so this
course asks trainers and potential trainers to examine their own
motivations and beliefs about learning to create better more productive learning experiences no matter where, when or who they
train. This course can be tailor made to deal with
problems or to create specific courses with
teams that have to deliver training both in the UK
and overseas.
Animal behaviour
As an animal welfare organisation, animal behaviour is your foundation, whether you are aware of it or not. If you have a team that
understand the science behind animal behaviour and the practical
application of that knowledge, then you can transform your organisations interaction with your target animal. An understanding of the
practical application of animal behaviour for collection officers, inspectors, trainers, policy makers, handlers and carers will transform
workplace behaviour and produce a more professional delivery of
the organisation. This course develops the participants understanding of behaviour in a fun interactive way and can target specific organisational concerns resulting in safer more effective working practices and happier animals. Each course is tailor made for the needs
of your organisation in how to use and apply the science of behav-

The Wisdom of Horses
Equines are honest animals that communicate
and co-operate with each other and with man
easily, therefore they can be used to demonstrate the principles of communication, team
building and leadership in an interactive, nonconfrontational manner with unique results.
Everyone knows horses, donkeys and mules and yet
few people really know them, what they can teach us
and how an animal that has been much misunderstood
can lead us to a greater understanding of ourselves.
These training programmes combine learning about the
art and science of behaviour, communication, leader- Do poor communication, bad timing and misundership with the opportunity to experience the practical standings frustrate you and hold your team back from
reaching their potential? Do you want to become
application of learning.
more authentic and sustainable in your communications with everyone around you?
By using horses as facilitators for learning, the course
participants can experience the wisdom of correct action and personal development in a nonPrincipled Centred Training
confrontational and non-threatening way. The interacBy teaching people how to think not what to think
tion between course participants and horses provides Principled Centred Training allows each course particiaccelerated learning opportunities and individual in- pant to develop their own potential. I work with long
sight. By looking at the skills required to work with, term sustainable principles that mean you have qualhandle and manage horses course participants can ity facilitation and training services you can trust to
learn about themselves and the principles and techdeliver what you want and in a way you need.
niques of communication, learning and behaviour
This is a course provides fundraising opportunities and
increases the profile of the organisations work. Designed primarily for equine organisations and charities.
It can either be run as an in house course for staff at
any level or organised for external business as a way of
raising money for the organisation and increasing
awareness.

Excellence is to do a
common thing in an
uncommon way
Booker T Washington

To discuss your individual requirements, call
or click
Email: benhart@hartshorsemanship.com
Phone: 07775657424
www.hartshorsemanship.com

